Words for Social Change Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. to move apart
2. to collect
4. an area of knowledge or interest, or lands (or a specialty) belonging to someone
5. people brought together into one place
8. a map or other graphic information (also: to record information)
10. to move closer together
11. to tame
12. something that can be observed (especially something unusual)
13. in addition to
14. related to the home, or to national rather than foreign affairs
18. origin, the place something comes from
19. a gradual change
21. an option or a different choice
23. to fall completely apart
24. right
25. to take (or put something into) a certain position

Down
1. to move apart
3. something that completes or goes well with something else
6. the order of things (in a list, or the order in which things happened)
7. short
9. all the same (or the same kind of clothing everyone in a certain school or job or military service wears)
10. substantial (a large amount of something)
11. to tame
12. something that can be observed (especially something unusual)
13. in addition to
15. secret messages (or computer languages)
16. to think about
17. to put together (or come together)
18. a pattern of change, especially in style
20. a pattern of change, especially in style
22. a mathematical comparison
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